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This time, grandparents keep you locked in their house .n To survive, you need to try to
get out of his house. But this is not so easy to do, because all the doors and windows in
the house are locked. You will be surrounded by large and not very enemies. You need
to destroy them all, because this way you can get out of the house. Good luck!n original
name: Your Birthday You will control the yacht during a storm. You can shoot and
apply other tricks. The original version of the game Pirates Strike Back. Long ago,
Atlantis sank in a distant ocean, and nothing reminds of past great civilizations, but only
the ruins of former cities and ancient monoliths. The survivors are forced to go in
search of land, hoping to survive and restore civilization. You have to go on an exciting
journey to fully immerse yourself in the atmosphere of the lost Atlantis. Try yourself as
an adventurer and you will achieve a lot of interesting things. Exciting adventures are
waiting for you, as well as new types of weapons and vehicles. n Original and very
interesting arkanoid. You will be able to complete all levels and complete all tasks.
Nice graphics will not let you get bored. You control one of the clones of Patrick Jane,
who lives during the Second World War. Traps for enemy soldiers are placed all over
the world. You must destroy them, but at the same time not fall into the trap yourself.
Shoot at the banks, but don't destroy them all. You can reach the final if you want.
Choose one of four characters. Choose the type of character you like the most. Using
the arrow keys and jump, kill the enemy enemies and look for the keys. Should you
play these games? You will need the most common gaming keys. Play the game and
have fun!
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